Abstract: Light massive string states can appear at D-brane intersections with small angles. We compute tri-linear Yukawa couplings of such open-string states to massless ones and to one another. Due to ambiguities in the normalisation of the vertex operators, that involve twist fields, we proceed via factorization of appropriate scattering amplitudes. Some peculiar features are observed that may lead to interesting signatures at colliders in the future.
Introduction
Orientifold compactifications is a very succesful framework for semi-realistic model building 1 . In this class of models the gauge symmetry does live on the world-volume of lowerdimensional hyperplanes, called D-branes, whereas the chiral matter is localised at the intersection of different D-brane stacks. Thus, all the Standard Model fields can be descrived by open strings with either both of their ends on the same stack (gluons, SU (2) gauge fields and the Hypercharge) or on different stacks of D-branes (quarks, leptons and the Higgs) 2 .
One of the most exciting property of this class of models is that they allow for a very low string tension scale, even of order of a few TeV's [25] [26] [27] , therefore, stringy effects become viable candidates for physics beyond the Standard Model (see or example anomalous Z [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , Kaluza Klein states [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , or purely stringy signatures [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] 3 . In this paper we will take a different direction.
A string living between two different stacks of branes can only vibrate with frequences which are proportinal to the angle between the branes θ. That generates a whole tower of massive copies, with masses proportinal to √ θM s , of the lowest/massless mode living at this intersection. Notice that the first excited mode will be ligher than the standard Regge excitations by a factor θ/π. As a concequence, massive copies for all matter fields of the Standard Model is a direct prediction of all D-brane realizations of the Standard Model. If the string scale M s is at a few TeV range, such copies can be very light (aka light stringy states) and therefore they might be visible at LHC [65] [66] [67] [68] .
With this in mind, two of the present authors (A. P. and M. B.) have proposed to interpret the 750 GeV di-photon excess observed at LHC in terms of a massive replica of the Higgs boson and predicted the existence of a second replica at around 1053 GeV [69] . Notwithstanding the present trend to ascribe the 750 GeV excess to a fluctuation of the background rather than to the true signal of a new particle, it is interesting to analyse the couplings of light massive string states with one another and with the massless ones that should account for the standard model particles in models with open and unoriented strings and be prepared for new data coming from the LHC.
Our goal is the computation of Yukawa couplings of massive light string states to massless ones and to one another. Due to ambiguities in the normalisation of the vertex operators, we prefer to proceed via factorizations of appropriate scattering amplitudes. In particular, the knowledge of the gauge couplings and the normalizations of vertex operators and twist-field correlators is required. The gauge couplings plays a key role to fix the normalization of vertex operators and twist-field correlators that appear in amplitudes with gauge bosons in the external states or propagating in intermediate channels. Once these normalizations are fixed, we extract some of the desired Yukawas via factorization. Other Yukawa's must be extracted from amplitudes without gauge bosons, in this case the previously computed/known Yukawa's replace the gauge couplings in order to fix normalizations.
The main difficulties that one has to face are the proper identification of BRST invariant vertex operators for massive replicas, which has largely been solved in [69] and the subsequent computation of amplitudes that involved excited twist fields, which has been addressed preliminarily in [69] based on previous work on the subject [70] . 2 For original work on local D-brane configurations, see [19, 20] . For a systematic analysis of local D-brane configurations, see [21] [22] [23] [24] . 3 For recent reviews, see [63, 64] .
Aim of the present paper is to fill in some of the details and compute gauge and Yukawa couplings of light massive open strings living at D-brane intersections. Although we keep open the possibility of small angles, the results will be valid in more general settings. We will also illustrate compatibility of our results with SUSY Ward identities.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will describe the set-up of intersecting D6-branes on tori and briefly recall the expressions for both massless and massive BRST invariant vertex operators (VO's). In Section 3 we will start computing scattering amplitudes on the disk (tree level). Normalization problems will be solved by first considering amplitudes that expose vector boson exchange on one or both channels (s and t). Our results will be summarised in Section 4. Various appendices discuss the state-operator correspondence, the procedure to derive open-string twist field correlators and scattering amplitudes from closed-string ones, limits and identities for hypergeometric functions used to derive Yukawa couplings.
Setup and vertex operators
Intersecting and/or magnetised D-brane configurations represent a very simple yet effective setting to embed the Standard Model or a (supersymmetric) generalisation. For simplicity we will consider intersecting D6-branes wrapping factorizable 3-cycles on a six-torus T 6 = T 2 × T 2 × T 2 . In order to compute gauge and Yukawa couplings of light massive string states, we consider three stacks labelled by a, b and c. In each torus T 2 I (I = 1, 2, 3) two generic stacks, let us say a and b, intersecting at an angle πa I ab . The intersection is supersymmetric if the condition
is satisfied for some choice of signs 4 . In order to have some non-vanishing Yukawa couplings, since the three stacks of branes form a triangle in each subtorus, we take
Moreover in order to preserve the same SUSY at the various internal dimensions one has
Strings ending on two different stacks of branes give rise to a massless (chiral) spectrum with multiplicity given by the number of intersections and a massive spectrum. In [69] a detailed analysis of the spectrum has been performed, relying on the helicity super trace. The explicit expression of the BRST invariant vertex operators for the first few massive states was found and, in the supersymmetric case, the structure of the super-multiplets was identified, including the relevant SUSY transformations.
We will not explicitly display here the expressions of the vertex operators for (massive) spinor and scalar states whose interactions we would like to study later on. For the sake of self-containedness, we only present some of them here
The masses of the corresponding fields are:
14)
The rest can be found in Appendix A or in [69] 5 . Notice that vertex operators involve twist fields and their excitations, that generalise standard twist-fields present in orbifold models [97] [98] [99] . While the latter depend on rational twists (θ = k/n), open string twistfields depend on continuous variables, such as the angles of the intersections or, in T-dual contexts, the magnetic fluxes.
We would like to briefly review our strategy to derive open-string twist field correlators from closed-string ones. The procedure we adopt is essentially based on the systematic construction of open string theories starting from closed-string theories that admit an antiholomorphic involution exchanging Left-and Right-movers [66] .
In general n-pt closed-string correlators on the sphere depend on n − 3 conformal invariant complex cross-ratios. Similarly n-pt open-string correlators on the disk depend on n − 3 conformal invariant real cross-ratios 6 .
The simplest non-trivial case is n = 3. In both cases the correlator is a constant (OPE coefficient) independent of the positions of the insertion points that can be taken to be z 1 = 0, z 2 = 1, z 3 = ∞. The overall normalisation is notoriously difficult to determine and it turns out to be simpler to derive tri-linear couplings factorizing 4-pt amplitudes that can be normalised unambiguously at least in one channel, where gauge fields or gravitons are exchanged.
Let us then focus on 4-pt correlation functions. In the closed-string case one has
and F h (z) are the conformal blocks, with h running over the primary fields that appear in the OPE of both Φ h 1 ,h 1 with Φ h 2 ,h 2 and of Φ h 3 ,h 3 with Φ h 4 ,h 4 . Up to an overall factor z h−h 1 −h 2 the conformal blocks admit a power series expansion in the cross-ratio z, pretty much as the characters
24 that appear at one-loop (torus) admit a power series expansion in q = e 2πiτ .
The relation between 4-pt amplitudes at tree-level and one-loop vacuum amplitudes is more than an analogy. Indeed most of the computations of correlators with non-trivial monodromies on the sphere can be holomorphiclly mapped into one loop amplitudes on a covering torus, possibly a 'fake' one [99] , with τ = τ (z) (holomorphic map!)
Sometimes the latter can be conveniently factorized into a 'quantum' part Z qu (τ,τ ) and a 'classical' part Z cl (τ,τ ) = I e −S cl (τ,τ ;I) where I labels the 'instantons' to be summed over. Exploiting the systematic procedure at one-loop, that relates sesqui-linear torus partition functions to linear annulus partition functions
with a, b labelling the boundary conditions (D-branes) and A h a,b counting the number of ways the primary field of dimension h appears in the spectrum of open strings joining a with b, one can write an ansatz for the disk correlator
In principle the set h o does not need to coincide with the set h, due to Wilson lines, shifts and angles, yet the enumeration follows the one in the closed string case. Unitarity and planar duality put severe constraints. The crucial point is that the coefficient C ho ab|cd be chosen in such a way that the correct open string spectrum be exchanged not only in the s channel, that is exposed by the limit x → 0 (open strings from a to c), but also in the t channel which is not manifest in the above parametrisation, since it requires x → 1 (open strings from b to d). The problem has been solved in non-trivial contexts for minimal models [9] and later on for WZW models [100] . In the case at hand, i.e. correlator of (excited) twist fields, one can use an alternate route, known as the 'doubling' trick, and arrive at consistent expressions for the open-string correlators [70, 101, 102] . The detailed description of our strategy and the computations of the relevant correlators can be found in the appendix C.
Before proceed to compute scattering amplitudes and extract gauge and Yukawa couplings, generalising previous work on the subject [101, [103] [104] [105] [106] , we would like to spell out the possible choices of angles for the configurations under attention. Although we have in mind at least two stacks of branes intersecting with one small angle, our analysis will be rather general.
Scattering amplitudes
Given the knowledge of the BRST invariant vertex operators for both massless and massive (but light) string states one can proceed and compute scattering amplitudes and extract gauge and Yukawa couplings. In the computation of Yukawa couplings, we rely on the factorization of scattering amplitudes that expose gauge boson exchange and that can be correctly normalised, relying on the field theory limit. Choosing the amplitudes appropriately, one can fix the normalizations of both massless and massive charged vertex operators that involve twist-fields. The desired Yukawa's can be derived via factorization of the same amplitudes in different channels or from altogether different amplitudes without external or intermediate gauge bosons. As we will see, in the latter case, the knowledge of certain Yukawa's, previously computed, replaces the knowledge of the gauge couplings in fixing unambiguously the normalizations.
Vertex operators for gauge bosons and gaugini carry Chan-Paton factors for the Adjoint of the gauge group U (N ) 7 corresponding to open strings with both ends on the same stack of D-branes. Open strings with ends on different stacks transform in the bi-fundamental (N a ,N b ). Due to total anti-symmetry of the tri-linear gauge vector couplings, the relevant Chan-Paton factor turns out to be
7 We will not consider SO or Sp groups in this paper.
For coupling of a gauge boson of U (N a ) to matter fields in the (N a ,N b ), the relevant C-P factor is T
For color-ordered 4-pt functions the Chan-Paton factor is in general
for one and two independent angles the situation simplifies to
Henceforth we will not explicitly write the above Chan-Paton factors in order not to burden formulae too much.
Yang-Mills couplings
The computation of amplitudes with external gauge bosons allows us not only determine the Yang-Mills couplings g YM,a , in terms of the string coupling g op and the geometric data of the brane configuration, but also the normalizations of the vertex operators, denoted by
and C Aa henceforth. For simplicity we consider color-ordered amplitudes and drop Chan-Paton factors, as already announced. The amplitude A(A a , A a , A a ) vanishes on-shell but we can relax the kinematic conditions, for instance taking complex momenta, to have a non-zero result. Fixing A(A a , A a , A a ) to be g YM,a / √ 2 up to kinematic factors, we extract the relation between the normalization of the vector boson vertex C Aa and the normalisation of the disk
cl . The amplitude A(A a , A a , A a , A a ) can be used to fix the relation between C Aa and g YM,a , after factorizing it either in the s-or in the t-channel. The relations that one finds read
In order to have a real gauge coupling constant, the vertex operator normalization C Aa must be real as well as C D 2 a . The 3-pt amplitudes with two massless fermions or scalar bosons and one gauge boson then give us the relation between vertex operators normalizations C χ ab 0 and C φ ab 0 in terms of C Aa . Imposing that the color ordered amplitudes A(φ ab 0 ,φ ba 0 , A a ) and A(χ ab 0 ,χ ba 0 , A a ) be g YM,a / √ 2 up to kinematic factors, whereχ ba 0 is the charge conjugate of χ ab 0 , one finds
SUSY transformations relate the vertex operators V φ ab Figure 2 . A configuration of branes and intersecting points describing the scattering between ψ 0 andψ 0 .
The amplitude
The amplitude A(ψ 0 , ψ 0 ,ψ 0 , ψ 0 ) depends on only one independent angle between branes b and c and allows us to fix C A b , as well as C χ bc 0 , C φ bc 0 and g YM,b . Denoting the fermion χ bc 0 = ψ 0 and its charge conjugate asχ cb 0 =ψ 0 and assuming that they are all localised at the same intersection point i.e. f 1 = f 2 = f 3 = f 4 = f ψ , there are no shifts in the classical action. As a result the lightest state in both channels is a gauge boson, either A b or A c . This allows to fix the normalization of the correlator of four un-excited twist fields σ with one independent angle. This normalization appears in all the 4-pt twist field correlators 8
where the Mandelstam variables are s = −(k 1 + k 2 ) 2 and t = −(k 1 + k 4 ) 2 and K c,b
I denotes the normalization of the four twist-fields correlator with one-independent angle. F α I (x) are the hypergeomtric functions 9
The (massless) poles in the s and t channels are exposed by the limits x → 0, 1. In the s channel (x → 0), the leading term obtains by minimizing the exponential thus taking
one obtains the following expression for g YM,c
8 On-shell fermion polarisations such as ψ0,ψ0 have mass dimension 1 in D = 4. 9 We recall that in the present setting a 1,2
In order to correctly perform the limit x → 1 and extract g YM,b in the t channel, it is convenient to Poisson resum over both indices m I and n I . Exactly as in the s channel, one can compute the leading term and factorize it on 3-pt amplitudes thus obtaining
The ratio between g YM,c and g YM,b depends only by the branes' lengths hence the product C 2 Aa I L a,I is brane-independent. This combined with some dimensional analysis allows us to fix the gauge couplings and C Aa to be
(3.13)
where γ bc 0 is an unfixed phase. As a result the normalization of K c,b
I turns out to be
This and other expressions later on look slightly asymmetric in the 'indices' a, b, c, d. This is due to the privileged role played by the s-channel (x → 0) but the physical content is totally symmetric.
Yukawa couplings for massless external legs
In this section we will review the computation of the amplitudes with massless external legs that produce informations on the Yukawa couplings.
The amplitude
The selection rules associated to the conservation of the U (1) R-charges and coded in the correlators of the exponentials e iq I ϕ I coincide with the conditions on the intersection angles (2.2) given in section 2 for the amplitude A(φ 0 , ψ 0 , χ 0 ) not to vanish. The 3-pt amplitude reads
where f χψ,I = f χ,I − f ψ,I . Since the contribution of the third torus to the classical action involves a factor sin π(1 − a 3 ab ), one must restrict the angle to be in the range −1 < a 3 ca < 0. Figure 3 . The minimal area defined by the three intersection points f ψ , f χ and f φ Neglecting wrapping states, n I = 0, and dropping the polarizations we obtain the Yukawa coupling Y 000 between φ 0 , ψ 0 and χ 0 :
where
φψχ is the area of the triangle defined by the three points f ψ,I , f χ,I and f φ,I in the torus I given by
(3.18)
The computation of the amplitude A(ψ 0 , ψ 0 , χ 0 ,χ 0 ) with two-independent angles yields
Ham (m I ,n I ) (3.19) where G
1 (x) are hypergeometric functions depending on the angles defined in the appendix (C.21), K c,ab I is an overall normalization constant and S
(I)
Ham (m I , n I ) is the classical action in 'hamiltonian' form:
(3.20) In the s channel the amplitude shows a gauge boson propagating between parallel branes of type c, we can use the factorization in this channel to fix K c,ab The factorization in the t channel exhibits Yukawa couplings, thus it is convenient to have the classical action in the form of an area divided by α . To this end we perform a Poisson resummation over m I .
where I I (x) are combinations of hypergeometric functions defined in the appendix (C.25) and S
Lagr (m I , n I ) is the classical action in 'lagrangian' form
23) The limit x → 1 has two kinds of contributions: one purely quantum, due to the expansion of I I (x), and one classical, due to the expansion of t(x) in the action. The first three orders correspond to factorizations on the poles for the states φ 0 , φ 1 and φ 2 . Imposing
The relative importance of the various terms in the expansion depends the angles a 1 ab , a 2 ab and 1 + a 3 ab . We choose an ordering of the magnitudes of the angles in which the angles in the first torus are smaller.
Combining these conditions with a 1 ab + a 2 ab + a 3 ab = 0 we obtain two equivalent equations
The Yukawa's extracted by factorization are given by
Comparing Yukawa Y 000 with the previous result (3.17) we obtain the normalization of the 3-pt twist fields correlator
We cannot determine the phases of the Yukawa couplings Y n00 , but we have a relation among the phase of Y 000 , the normalizations N abc , that should be determined including its precise normalization. However there is a simpler way that relies on the Ward identities associated to supersymmetry transformations. Indeed we may compute amplitudes with four fermions instead of amplitudes with two fermions and two bosons. As shown in [69] the states {φ
In order to obtain a relation between A(φ ba 0 , φ ab 0 , χ bc 0 ,χ cb 0 ) and A(χ ba 0 , χ ab 0 , χ bc 0 ,χ cb 0 ) we consider the commutator [ε·Q, Vφba
Choosing ε = χ bc 0 (3) one get the Ward identity
Similarly we find an identity for A(χ 0 , χ 0 , φ 0 ,φ 0 ) with the choice ε = χ ca 0 (2)
The computation of the amplitude with four fermions is completely equivalent to the previous case thus we only display the amplitudes after the Ward identities
Lagr (m I ,n I )
The expansion of the first amplitudes is governed by the relative magnitudes of the angles a 1 bc , a 2 bc and 1 + a 3 bc while the second by 1 + a 1 ca , 1 + a 2 ca and 1 + a 3 ca . We impose the following relations for the bc and ca angles
Exactly as for the angles ab in the previous amplitude we can find alternative relations for
We note that the smaller angles for the intersections ca is 1 + a 3 ca . The factorization of these amplitudes in the t channel yields the desired Yukawa's
Yukawa couplings from amplitudes with massive external legs
The factorization of 4-pt amplitudes with massive external legs yields other Yukawa's that involve more than one massive particle. As done previously we can fix the normalizations of the vertex operators from amplitudes that include gauge bosons. First we note that an excited fermionic state cannot decay in a un-excited state and a gauge bosons
This is due to conformal invariance that forbids a non-vanish 2-pt correlator between the twist fields σ α and τ β . The amplitudes A(χ
1 , A i ) must reproduce an interaction between a gauge field and a Dirac spinor. This gives rise to the two conditions
thus the normalization of the vertex operator for an excited spinor is the same as for an un-excited spinor.
The amplitudes
We already know the Yukawa coupling |Y 100 | but the amplitudes A(ψ 0 , χ 0 , φ 1 ) and its conjugate correspondent A(χ 0 ,ψ 0 ,φ 1 ) help us to fix the normalization of the correlator between one excited twist field and two un-excited ones. In turn the normalization depends on the OPE coefficient C τ ∂Z,σ (α), for more details (C.12). The computation of A(ψ 0 , χ 0 , φ 1 ) and A(χ 0 ,ψ 0 ,φ 1 ) yields
The constant in front of |Y 100 | must be one in both cases, thus the absolute value of the constant C τ ∂Z,σ must be |C
The phase Y 100 is given by the expression
The amplitude A(ψ 1 , ψ 0 , χ 0 ,χ 0 ) has same features. It reads
Ham (m I ,n I )
As expected from 3-pt amplitudes (3.47) the absence of a direct coupling among χ 1 , χ 0 and a gauge boson, the amplitude doesn't yield a massless pole in the s channel. The leading terms of the sum over m 1 are given by m 1 = ±1 Kaluza-Klein excitations:
Ham (m I ,n I ) x→0
As for the amplitudes with massless external states, we perform a Poisson resummation over the indices m I and obtain
Lagr (m I ,n I ) (3.55)
In the limit x → 1 the leading term is the massless pole due to the chiral exchange in the (a, b) sector. We have fixed all the normalizations that appear in the amplitudes and we already know the Yukawa's Y * 010 Y 000 , thus factorization in this channel can be used to check that normalizations are consistent. The subleading terms determine the Yukawa Y 110
We can obtain the Yukawas Y 101 and Y 011 from two amplitudes with massive bosons in the external states. As for the massless case, we can use Ward identities to relate these to amplitudes with only fermions. In addition to (3.33) and (3.34), using the commutation relations
we find
The explicit expressions of the amplitudes read
Lagr (m I ,n I ) (3.60)
Lagr (m I ,n I ) (3.61)
The limit x → 1 yields two new Yukawa's
as well as some already computed ones that allows to constrain the phases of Y 100 and Y 000 to satisfy arg Y 000 − arg Y 100 = +π(γ
Combining this with (3.52), one finds
As a consequence, one has arg Y 100 = arg Y 000 + π 2 a 1 ab (3.66) and similar relations for arg Y 010 and arg Y 001 .
The amplitude
The amplitude A(ψ 1 , ψ 0 , χ 0 ,χ 1 ) allows us to determine the Yukawa's Y 111 and Y 211 .
Ham (m I ,n I ) (3.67)
Once again the amplitude does not expose gauge boson exchange, since the sum over the lattice forbids it. The leading contribution is given by Kaluka-Klein states
To study the t channel we perform the usual Poisson resummation
Lagr (m I ,n I ) (3.69)
Factorizing this amplitude we obtain the Yukawa's
Results
In this section we summarize our results and specify our conventions, once again. In order to have non-zero Yukawa's (R-charges) and SUSY one needs these lead to the combined conditions
that allow for the following ranges for the angles
The gauge couplings are given by
(4.10)
Yukawa's Y ijk between φ i , ψ j and χ k , where the indices ijk denote the level of the twisted field, were determined to be
2A
(1) φψχ πα (4.12)
(1) φψχ πα − 1 (4.14)
Twist fields normalizations are fixed to be
4π 2 α (4.22)
Finally, the overall normalization of the disk amplitude is given by
(4.25)
Conclusions and Outlook
Notwithstanding the lack of any experimental hints for new particles beyond the Standard Model and in particular the disappearance of di-photon excess(es) at LHC, Models with low string tension, i.e. M s ∼ 5 − 10 TeV, are not yet ruled out by data. Moreover, the possibility that the lightest massive string states be open string stretching between Dbranes intersecting at small angles remains an interesting one. With this in mind we have reviewed the construction of BRST invariant vertex operators for such states and computed their interactions in a supersymmetric context. Due to subtleties inherent in the normalisation of vertex operators, especially those involving (un)excited twist-fields, the strategy we adopted was to extract 3-pt 'Yukawa' couplings by factorisation of appropriate 4-pt amplitudes for massless states with one or two independent angles that admit an unambiguous normalisation, in that they exposed gauge boson exchange in some channel. This allowed us to re-derive the known Yukawa couplings of massless states and determine Yukawa couplings involving one 'light' massive state. Later on, inserting massive external states, we determined Yukawa coupling involving two or three massive states. We are now ready to compute partial widths and decay rates that could be eventually tested in future runs of LHC or at future accelerators.
A States and vertex operators
The vertex operators are
The vertex operators' normalizations obtained from the amplitudes are
(A.12)
B OPE
In this section we summarize OPE used for the computations of correlation functions, except the twist-field correlators that will be analysed in more detail in the next appendix C.
OPE used in the computations
(B.6)
C Twist field correlators
Twist field correlators in a framework with open strings attached to D-branes can be obtained from closed strings correlators in an orbifold framework 10 . The angles πk/n associated to transformation of the group Z n are replaced by the angles between the branes πa.
Computations of bosonic twist fields correlators in an orbifold are done in [112] . The procedure to obtain the open-string twist-field correlators requires the identification of the conformal blocks. To this end it is convenient to separate the closed-string correlator into a quantum part, which takes into account the quantum fluctuations and factories into a holomorphic and an anti-holomorphic function, and a classical part, that corresponds to a sum over all the Kaluza-Klein and winding states, weighted by the classical action for closed strings
We distinguish closed or open-string operators putting an hat over the closed-string operators. Our starting point is the 4-pt closed-string twist-field correlator
where w(z) is the equivalent of q in the torus partition function, i.e. iπτ (z) = log w(z) the modular parameter of a 'fake' torus. The quantum part of an open-string correlator is the 'square root' of the closed-string quantum correlator while the classical part is the sum over the relevant open string states
10 For twist correlators involving higher excited bosonic twist fields, see [70, 105, [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] . 
C.2 3-pt correlators
We are particularly interested in the correlators σ σ σ and τ σ σ .
where f 21 = f 2 −f 1 . The points f 1 , f 2 and f 3 form a triangle where πα is the angle at vertex f 1 , π(1 − β) at vertex f 2 and π(β − α) at f 3 . They are the fixed points of orbifold group transformations, for open string correlators will be interpreted as points of intersections between the branes. The sum over all the possible classical configurations is a sum over a bidimensional lattice Λ defined by these three points. The exponent is proportional to the area of the triangle formed by the fixed points shifted by λ
Being a geometrical object, the area is independent of our choice of singling out the difference f 21 or for example f 32 , this permutes the angles in the sines in front of the square. Now we want to derive the open-string correlator. In this framework we have three branes a, b and c. f 1 is an intersection between b and c, f 2 is an intersection between c and a, f 3 is an intersection between a and b. The lattice Λ spans over two directions that are chosen between two of the three branes with lattice spacings that can be multiplies of branes' lengths. We choose the branes b and c. The step from closed to open correlator is realized in a reduction of the sum over the (bi-dimensional) lattice Λ to a sum along one of the three branes considered. In the form in which we have write the correlator, the sum along the brane b in any way can reproduce the area of the triangle whose vertices are the intersection points (in fact the correlator is "c -friendly"). Hence we reduce the sum over the brane c. The length of the lattice spacingL c is fixed by requiring independence of the area from the choice of the fixed points used in the area:
where L c is the brane c's length and I ab and similar are the number or intersections between the branes on the torus. Finally the open-string correlator is
The correlator with an excited twist field τ can be computed from the correlator with one ∂Z and three σ using the OPE between ∂Z and σ:
The normalization of the OPE is fixed from the amplitudes to be
The correlator in the right-hand side is closely related to the unexcited correlator, in fact, as explained in details in [70] the correlation function between the quantum part of ∂Z and the unexcited fields σ vanishes.
Hence only the classical contribution remains
C.3 4-pt correlators
The 4-pt correlator of unexcited twist fields has computed in [112] . The result reads
where u 1 = f 21 + λ 1 , u 2 = f 23 + λ 2 and λ i are vectors of the lattice Λ. The functions V ij = V ij (z,z) are defined as follows
The exchange 1 ↔ 2 corresponds to the exchange α ↔ β. The functions B i , G i , H i and I are defined as
Barred functions asḠ 1 =Ḡ 1 (z) are the complex conjugate of the unbarred functions. The functions B i , V 11 and V 22 assumes real values while V 12 is complex. There are relations connecting these functions that arise from properties of hypergeometric functions. One has
The classical action can be rewritten in the form of an action for a torus worldsheet
τ 1 and τ 2 are real and in general depend on both z andz, while τ is a holomorphic function. The classical action written in this way is called 'lagrangian form'. The correlator (C.16) is not in the right form to be separated in a quantum and a classical part, in fact the quantum part that appears is not in the form F (z)F (z). In order to have the right separation we perform a Poisson summation over the lattice vector λ 2 obtaining a new classical action
The action in this way is said to be in 'hamiltonian form'. If we define
after the resummation the correlator can be written as a partition function
where 1 and 2 are the lattice spacings.
4-pt correlator for open strings (one angle un-excited fields)
In order to find the open string correlator, the complex variable z becomes the real variable x. Combining this reduction with the limit β → α we have
We note that the modular parameter has the property
The quantum part can be obtained eliminating the barred functions. The classical part is more involved. We consider two stacks of branes b and c intersecting at an angle πα. f i are intersecting points between b and c. We have four integer variables, two in the sum over Λ, that we call n b and n c , and two over Λ * , m b and m c . More explicitly
where the variables n, m and k are integers.b andĉ are orthonormals. The sums must be reduced in order to have a correct open strings correlator. We expect that the classical action describe Kaluza-Klein states when the string wrap the torus along the brane direction while it describes winding states when the string wrap along a direction perpendicular to the brane. In channel s, that corresponds to the limit x → 0, the states are relative to the stack c thus the classical action must be:
We note that L c and R 1 R 2 /L c are the minimal lengths that one string must cover to wrap the torus following the parallel or perpendicular direction to the brane. In the t channel (the limit x → 1) the action must have the form
(the tilde is due to the Poisson resummation that must be done). The classical action for closed strings in the limit β = α is simpler S(z = x,z = x) = πτ (x) sin πα α |2πχ| 2 + sin 2 πα 4π 2 α |λ + f 21 | 2 + 2πiχf 32 (C. 45) In limit x → 0 the classical action assumes the form The case with two independent angles is very similar to one angle case. The classical action has one more term S(z) = πτ (z) sin πα α |2πχ| 2 + sin 2 πα
The vectors f i are proportional to the relative length with a real coefficient instead of an integer as in one angle case. The steps to obtain the open strings correlator are the same thus we report only the result 
4-pt correlator for open strings (two angles and one excited field)
The correlator with an excited twist field τ can be computed as was done for the 3-pt correlator: 
